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MED1C is a software developed to 

analyze medical videos by the 

Company 1d3a, an expert in 

software development for video-

analysis and content management.

MED1C’s hybrid technology allows 

easy and seamless integration 

between desktop (high 

performance) and Cloud Azure (big 

data sharing) platforms

Presentation



MED1C has been certificated with Seal of Excellence 

European solution in the area of Accelerating market 

introduction of ICT solutions for Health, Well-Being and Ageing 

Well

Excellence



CODE VIDEO

Create tags with different 

concepts at any point on the 

video to select main moments

IMPORT DATA

Ingest different sources and 

data formats to be merged with 

video footage

VIDEO AND DATA

Present data synchronized 

with video to have detailed 

information of each moment 

of the VIDEO

SEARCH AND FILTER

Find the relevant moments of 

each intervention by filtering tags 

and notes imported or added by 

yourself

PRESENT

Show the result of your analysis and 

reports using zoom, slow motion 

and drawing on the video in real 

time

SHARE

Create relevant and high quality 

content to share with patients or 

other professionals through 

Internet

Foundations and principles

The Med1c Platform includes:



Video Archive and Cataloging



Easy to use

▸ MED1C has been designed to be  easy 

to use in a full screen mode to obtain 

the most of its capacities without 

losing productivity.

▸ The user interface has been prepared 

to be used on big screens and 

touchable tablets.

▸ Robustness and high performance are 

also part of the main features of our 

tools.



Methodology - Taxonomy 

▸ The platform includes a 

complete template editor to 

design the set of buttons with 

its attributes to be used for 

coding any medical actions.

▸ Each template can be focused 

on an specific aspect of the 

analysis and more than one can 

be used in the same study.



Analyzing / Coding

▸ The professional uses the set of 

tools included in MED1C to code 

each action that matches the 

concepts in the template.

▸ This task could be reviewed and 

adjusted any time and can be used 

with slow-motion and high speed 

video, zoom over playing footage 

and much more.



Multiple video mode

▸ Many video signals 

simultaneously in any video 

format, input interfaces 

compatible: PAL, SDI, HDMI, 

etc.

▸ Able to provide maximum 

compatibility with existing 

medical equipment to record 

the video generated by 

different electromedical 

brands.



Search’s and Review

▸ The laboratory tool allows to filter

the actions by concept for greater 

agility in the search.

▸ The concepts to filter may be 

changed and combined and the 

length of the actions adjusted.

▸ Annotations could be included on 

each action to be filtered or to be 

included in reports.



Video reviewing

▸ Actions coded and imported could 

be reviewed in full screen video 

mode using zoom and slow 

motion with keyboard and 

touchscreen precise controls

▸ The complete footage of the video 

is available without cuts, so you 

can access to points out of the 

coded actions to extend video 

revision if necessary.



PDF Reports

▸ Users could create their own 

reports and include different slide 

templates, following the model of 

Powerpoint or Keynote.

▸ Template kind of content list 

includes video, images, text, 

drawings and charts.

▸ All the information could be 

reused in other reports and 

exported to different formats..



Real Time Video Generation

▸ The reports could be presented 

through streaming and 

broadcasting channels with real 

time tools that enriches the 

explanation.

▸ Play and pause video, zoom in 

and out, slow motion and on

video drawing are the main 

features of our report player.



Publication

▸ The final result could be shared

through MED1C Cloud Services 

or by creating a video report file, 

generating a PDF document of 

the presentation or exporting all 

data to standard files (XML, CSV, 

EDS, DiCOM …).

▸ The contents could exported in 

PDF and Video format to be 

stored in the HIS / PACS Hospital 

systems



Cloud - Azure Services



1. MED1C Cloud - Azure

▸ The MED1C platform is a web-service

solution that includes a set of tools 

that could be used on modern web 

browser on virtually any device.

▸ The platform allows a secure access

using the unique personal User ID, 

password and PIN.

▸ The solution is multi language, user 

friendly and connects on line with 

video tutorials and guides of use 

documentation.



Share with others users

▸ All the content published on MED1C

Cloud could be shared with other users 

and groups following security policies 

based on permissions, authorizations 

and validation times to cover a 

complete set of context of use.

▸ Administrative rules simplifies sharing 

and grant the right access control to 

the contents



MED1C Mobile

▸ MED1C Cloud includes an special Mobile

Edition to code actions in real time without 

depending on Internet, video or other elements 

that are not always available . 

▸ After coding the user could merge tags with the 

video and access directly to the selected 

moments of the activity.

▸ Multiple users can code together focusing on 

different aspects.



MED1C Mobile



MED1C Academy

▸ Analyze and visualize any video from 

your web browser, everywhere, 

overtime

▸ Share, collaborate, learn…

▸ The profesional and the students can 

share contents and add their own notes 

and drawings
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